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LCFIPlus update



Reminder

Two issues
‣primary vertex z-position has too-small errors. —> found the cause.

‣ statistical dependency (worse direction) in MVA training for flavour tagging.
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Fix for the previous fix

Previous fix
‣https://github.com/lcfiplus/LCFIPlus/pull/41/commits/

f3200f62ded0ea890ead5a31c35a22c02b1e6e81
‣Basically increase the scan range and the initial step size.

Concern raised by Taikan
‣The modified part is also used for secondary vertex fitting. The fix might 

affect secondary vertex fitting performance.

New fix
‣Separately set the parameters for primary vertex and secondary vertex.
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https://github.com/lcfiplus/LCFIPlus/pull/41/commits/f3200f62ded0ea890ead5a31c35a22c02b1e6e81
https://github.com/lcfiplus/LCFIPlus/pull/41/commits/f3200f62ded0ea890ead5a31c35a22c02b1e6e81


Clean-up of codes recently developed

Code
‣https://github.com/ryonamin/LCFIPlus/tree/dev20180919
‣ it is on the pull-request. Hopefully it gets merged soon.

Changes included
‣new fix for the primary vertex z-position errors.
‣modifications to take the primary vertex position into account.
‣ add test function for developers (VertexNtuple).
‣ add d0(z0)b(c/q)prob2, which can be used for d0(z0)b(c/q)prob in flavour 

tagging. This fix the prob distribution that goes over 1 and improve 
slightly the performance. 
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https://github.com/ryonamin/LCFIPlus/tree/dev20180919


Changes (1)
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w/o modification

w/ previous fix

w/ new fix

- Blue (w/ new fix) is better than red (w/ previous fix).
Comparing the entires at 0,



Changes (2)

- Red (w/ previous fix) is worse than black (w/o modification).

- Blue (w/ new fix) is better than black.

Comparing the entires,
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Changes (3)

+ : 20k w/o modification (c bkg)
+ : 20k w/ new fix (c bkg)
+ : 20k w/o modification (uds bkg)
+ : 20k w/ new fix (uds bkg)

bkg rate for b-tag

Slightly better for
uds bkg rejection (~0.8).



Changes (4)

w/o modification

+ : 100k (c bkg)
+ : 20k   (c bkg)
+ : 100k (uds bkg)
+ : 20k   (uds bkg)

w/ new fix

BDT parameters are same as DBD.
Still 100k is slightly worse than 20k but almost consistent now.



Best configuration (so far)
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+ : 20k w/ new fix (c bkg)
+ : 100k w/ new fix 

                  + MaxDepth=6   (c bkg)
+ : 20k w/ new fix (uds bkg)
+ : 100k w/ new fix 

                  + MaxDepth=6  (uds bkg)

Best : using 100k w/ MaxDepth=6



Conclusion

Recent development is now ready for a pull request. 
‣https://github.com/lcfiplus/LCFIPlus/pull/42
‣Primary vertex error issue has been solved.
‣Statistical dependency became much smaller.
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